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WEDDINGS
Wendy Webb Photography

Welcome

to Wendy Webb Photography

I often get asked “Wendy, you do such a
variety of photography, how do you do it?
The answer is easy, I avoid the rut of
specializing into one facet of photography
style. Every photo I take is unique and original
as the people in them.
I love the challenge that clients pose with their
ideas, executing the shot is the challenge
regardless of the subject.
Weddings are such a wonderful experience to
shoot, every wedding is focused on the bride
and groom creating unique images that tell the
story of their day.
I love photographing the special moments in a
families life engagements, weddings, babies,
multi generational family portraits. These are
events in peoples lives to be cherished for
generations.
They are special times and
deserve to be photographed and treasured.
I’ve been shooting professionally for many
years having started in the old fashioned film
darkroom in black and white and transitioning
into digital photography gear and software of
todays boundless digital world.

Some say I am lucky to be able to pursue
my passion, photography. Really it is a
passionate drive with success as the final
destination.
I love being a part of the planning that goes
into an engagement shoot, hearing about
the wedding plans, checking out locations,
teaching the bride and groom the ABC’s of
posing, going through the images and
deciding which are prime for the wedding
day.
When the wedding day comes we have
already rehearsed the shots in the
engagement shoot, now the couple can
better enjoy the day and I can keep an eye
open for the truly special details that will
make the final album an heirloom; the
carefully planed details, those unforgettable
moments that must be captured for the
album, whether its a tear in a fathers eye as
he walks his little girl down the isle, the
breathtaking cake that took hours to create,
or the groomsmen boogying on the dance
floor, I love being there to document it all.
Nothing gives me more joy than to have
people come into my studio to view their
photos, time and time again tears of joy
trickle down even the most stoic fellows
cheek. The images tell a story of a very
special day, I is a very personal journey
which gives me great pleasure to document
in fine art images.
I have lived in the area for 20 years and I
love it here, I know the area and never get
tired of the natural beauty.
Let me share my passion and years of
photography experience with you.
Warm regards,
Wendy
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The Engagement Session
First and foremost, you should have the engagement session done because it is fun,
You get to pamper yourself, dress up, and her is the best part, snuggle and kiss your best
friend for an hour or two.
Engagement session also serve as a prime bonding time for you two, in fact many couples
say it actually brought them closer together. Something they didn’t think was possible
considering how in love they already are. How amazing is that?
Think about it though. When you doing such intimate things such as looking into one another
eyes, holding you partners hand, or simply resting it on a should in a romantic setting, it’s
impossible not to fall more in love. Truth: in our fast paced world, sometimes we need to slow
down, enjoy the silence, and simply enjoy our time together.
There are practical reasons for the engagement session as well. It allows for me to get to
know you better, we can rehearse several poses for the wedding day. Many couples use the
engagement images for invitations, thank you cards, and even wine bottle labels.
Your engagement photos can be used on your engagement web site, and your kids will get a
kick out of them in 40 years!
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Cultural Weddings
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Your Wedding Day Coverage
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What we catch on your big day...
Good planning and preparation, as well as using the right photographer :) are key to having a
great stress free day. I’ve been to many events I can now snap away for most of your day,
you’ll hardly even know that I am there snapping away. That means a weight off your
shoulders and lots of time to spend focusing on enjoying your big day.

Getting Ready
We start the day photographing you getting ready - don’t worry it is all very “G” Rated, and
only select images of you looking your best are kept. Often many detail shots are done at this
time such as slipping on the brides shoes, the elegant bouquets, and bridesmaids wearing
sweat pants with impeccable hair and makeup.
I don’t forget about the guys with their cool sunglasses, motorcycles and general fun.

Portraits
Before the wedding we will have some private time for the bride and groom portraits, at this
time we can get many shots done pre wedding in privacy. Why? Because the groom is alone
with the bride and it is very emotional, bring in the buddies and the feel changes. Once this
treasured images have been captured, we can bring in the wedding party and get the bulk of
the shots done. This isn’t for everyone, however every client who has done it was thrilled
because after the ceremony it’s family time.

Ceremony and Reception
When you book with Wendy Webb Photography, you will get both formal and informal portrait
shots including special moments at the reception. Includes walking down the aisle, musicians
playing, family an friends listening/watching, the officiant speaking, and the big kiss.

Details
Rest assured we’ll capture all those details you planned, as well. You spent good money and time planning your special day: were here to make sure it’s documented beautifully. We’ll
photograph the tiniest details on your wedding favours, the sugary flower ornaments on your
cake, the lanterns hanging in the trees and anything else you thoughtfully included.

Candid shots
We capture many candid and natural shots. These images, done in a photojournalistic style,
are often the most favourite!
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Packages, Prints and Products
Coverage includes Bride getting ready (about 3 hours before the ceremony) up to a few
hours into the reception.
Full res digital files enhanced colour, sepia, black and white, soft focus.
You own the rights to the files.
Includes engagement session with 8”x10” print and 4 files (free gift no cash value)

The Ardor Collection $1497
This includes a custom Argot Collection Box
with aprox. 400 4x6 prints
or the Collection Image Catalogue

Size, cover & style
upgrades are available

The Bellagio Collection $1997
This includes Ardor Collection plus a
beautiful album... 10x10 Bellagio album
creatively designed one of a kind keepsake
to tell your story. Approx. 70-80 of your fave
images 30 sides
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Wall Prints

Canvas

Laminated with a protective Printed and stretched on the
highest quality canvas
coating and mounted
5x7
8x8
8x10
10x10
10x20
10x30
12x12
12x18
14x11
14x14
20x16
20x20
20x30
24x36

$20
$25
$30
$45
$50
$60
$36
$45
$35
$40
$55
$64
$99
$99

5x7
8x8
8x10
10x10
10x20
10x30
12x12
12x18
14x11
14x14
20x16
20x20
20x30
24x36

$75
$89
$99
$105
$160
$190
$120
$184
$145
$149
$245
$220
$290
$350

Featuring Album Epoca
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Organized time
line
Getting Ready Photos (Approx. 1 hour)
Bridal Photos (30-45 min)
Bride and Groom Photos (30-45 minutes)
Bride Side Formal Photos (30-45 min)
Groom Side Formal Photos (30-45 min)
Guests Arriving/Standby for Ceremony (15-20 min)
Ceremony (30-60 min)
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We’ve Got You Covered
Here are some ideas to create your must have shot list for your big day feel free to
come up with your own ideas so that you get all the shots that you would like.

Bride and Groom

Bridal Party

Formal bridal portrait
Formal groom portrait
Seeing each other the first time
Bride and Groom embracing
Bride and Groom walking
Bride and Groom holding hands
Bride and Groom Kissing
Close up of the rings on B/G
Groom and Groomsman
Bride getting ready

Formal Entire Bridal party
Silly entire Bridal Party
Groomsmen and Groom
Groomsmen and Bride
Bridesmaids and Bride
Bridesmaids and Groom
Groomsmen and Bridesmaids, sans B/G
Silhouette shot of bridal party
Flower girl portrait
Ring bearer portrait

Family Formals

The Details

Extended family together
Brides extended family with B/G
Grooms Extended family with B/G
Bride with parents
Groom with parents
B/G with both sets of parents
Bride with grandparents
Groom with grandparents
B/G with grandparents
B/G with siblings

The rings
Bridal bouquet
Bridal Veil
Grooms Boutonniere/Bow-tie
Wedding Dress before its on
Brides Shoes
Ceremony decorations
Reception Decorations
Wedding cake
Ceremony program
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FAQ’s
Do you take payments installments?
Yes, of course. We can work out a payment schedule to make sure you able to pay for the
photos. All we ask is that you pay 25% up front to lock in your date and have the second 25% 2-4
weeks before your wedding. The third 25% on the weeding day, the last 25% 4-6 weeks after the
wedding when you pick up your images.

Someone else is paying for our photos, who signs the contract?
No Matter who’s paying for the photograph, it’s always the Bride and Groom who signs the
contract. You’ll be the primary contact and who we speak with leading up to, on the day of, and
the days following the wedding.

How long does it take to get my pictures?
You will receive your pictures with in six weeks, often earlier. During the busy season, we
sometimes get backlogged, but even then we do our best to have all the digital negitives to you in
4 weeks.

Do you design the photography albums?
Our albums are absolutely breathtaking and yes, we design them in house, we work with you to
include the photographs you love best to ensure you love your album from cover to cover.

Do you provide customized packages?
We know all weddings are the same. For that reason, we may provide a customized wedding
package to suit your needs. These customized packages are for weddings that are outside of the
norm (for example, a very short, intimate wedding between only parents and the bride/groom).
talk to us and we’ll make it work.
Wendy’s 6 way promise
1. Your pictures will not be boring, predictable and stale. The samples I show you is the style you
can expect from your wedding day photography when you invite me to capture this important
day.
2. You will have fun. Taking pictures will not be torture or the equivalent of sitting through a twohour root cannel.
3. You will receive a mix of candid, photojournalistic and classic stylings. My unique approach to
wedding photography I like to call “free-style”
4. You will get our 100% attention to detail, we o the extra mile. Your wedding is important to us.
5. We will be friendly, Courteous, well-dressed and on time
6. Your wedding day is unique. We will endeavour all our skills and creativity to capture the
essence of the day.
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